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1. In this paper a new type of inclusion theorem concerning Abel, Borel and Lambert summability is established. To state our results we need some definitions and notations. With a formal series ]Q°=o #*, a k £ C, and its partial sums s n we associate the series For the domains of summability we write (^4), (L) and (B) respectively.
Hardy and Littlewood [2] showed the inclusion (L) C (A). Actually they inferred this relation from the convergence of ^° I^WIn -1 , where 
The detailed proof is established in the following three sections. First we give an outline of the proof. Suppose throughout that 
We shall show the existence of an integral kernel
defines a linear map from U\ into the space of continuous functions on (1, 2] and satisfying in addition
The critical part of the proof consists in showing that (1.7) is even a bounded map from U\ into U 2 , that is (see Lemma 4) f (1.9) ll-^i.flll = supi <t £2 I I^L.B^, X)|Î^(X)^X < oo.
0
Finally we show that
holds uniformly on any interval [xi, x 2 ], 0 < X\ < x 2 < oo, and infer from (1.8), (1.9) and (1.10) by standard techniques (following the proof of the well-known Silverman-Toeplitz theorem) that (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) imply
In this section we establish transformation formulae between A (v), L(v) and B(x).
Throughout this paper we assume that \B(x)\ g M (M constant) and lim*^ \a k \ l/k ^ 1 which are necessary conditions for 2^? &k to be in (B) and (A) respectively.
Proof. From (1.1) we get
A(v)
f, £^ v -1 " V ^n +1 and therefore
which completes the proof. 
In the last step we used a 0 = 0. Since R > 1 was arbitrary, the proof is complete. since e-'(l -e~1)-1 ^ *~'(1 + J)*" 1 for / > 0. In view of (1.5) there exists a constant M' such that \B(x)\ ^ 7kT(x/(l + x)) 2 , x > 0, which implies that
is finite. Now Fubini's theorem justifies the interchange in question.
3. This section is devoted to the essential part of the proof of our theorem. We show that
defines a bounded map from the Banach space U\ into Ui. Therefore we have to prove LEMMA 
The norm of K LtB is finite, that is
Proof. From (2.7) we get 
Thus we get 4. In this section we finish the proof of our theorem by showing (1.11 ). This will be done by proving (1.10) which may be regarded as an analogue of Toeplitz's column limit condition. But having (3.6) and (3. Suppose that e > 0 and that X\ < x 2 are positive numbers which will be chosen suitably depending on e. We write if |u -1| is sufficiently small. Now the proof of the theorem is complete.
\F(v, t) -t\
5. As we have seen the basic step in the preceding proof consists in the norm estimate for the integral kernel K LtB . An alternative proof of the finiteness of ||2£Z,,B|| can be given by considering the shifted sequence {â k }o oe , where a k : = a k -i, ^ N, a 0 : = 0, instead of {a k }o oe and by using an index shifting property of Borel's method [1] .
Finally we should remark that our methods are sufficient to show the inclusion relation (A*) H (5) Ç (I*)
where A* and Z* are generalized Abel's and Lambert's methods respectively which are defined as follows:
A series ]j^ ^ is said to be summable to the value 5 (a) by the method A*, if ( 
